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Tracklist:

There are bands that have a special sensitivity. Madee is one of them, as the

1. It's a wonderful lie

songs they've been offering since their first album "Songs from Cydonia" (02) until

2. Clumsy

this brand new "Secret chamber" (03) are absolutely wonderful. They've been

3. S'ba

playing together for ten years under different names, different styles. Starting as

4. Arcana Arcanorum

Girls Vs. Boys and Archers of Loaf fans, they turned their amps a little low and

5. Heka

started their song-jewelry approaching to Mineral or Sunny Day Real State, never

6. Alive

forgetting their early and genuine influences: U2, Echo & The Bunnymen or The

7. Economy

Flaming Lips. Nowadays Madee is one of the most acclaimed spanish indie bands,

8. Queen's Boulevard

and it's not for free. Listen to any of their highlights: "Clumsy", "Economy",

9. Hidden

"Hidden" or the title-track "Secret Chamber" and you'll see they are some of the

10. Secret Chamber

most marvelous pieces this year has given to our ears. The reason is simple: they
have so much experience, live and in studio; they play so damn well; they have
the most sensual male voice you may have heard in ages; and they have such a

Selling points:

songwriting talent, able to make you sweat in quietness. No free loudness, no

. Recorded by Xavi Navarro “Mr Pri” at Cydonia

posse bullshit. Pure love to music. A true gift.

Studios, Vilassar, Barcelona. Mixed by Ula
. Second release after “Songs from Cydonia”
(02)
. Played with Karate, Standstill. One of the
highlights at the Sant Feliu Hardcore Fest
2003.
. Includes a DVD with the video of “Secret
chamber” plus extras.
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